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®

Frameless 
felt covered
noticeboards
A range of standard felt noticeboards 

Can be mounted portrait or landscape. Mounts through 
the board, fixings supplied. For use with Velcro® or 
pins. 3 larger sizes are supplied in 2 parts. Available in a 
choice of 5 colours.

Blue Blue

Blue Blue

Burgundy Burgundy

Burgundy Burgundy

Red Red

Red Red

Green Green

Green Green

Grey Grey

Grey Grey

600 x 900mm
Felt  UNB32 
900 x 1200mm
Felt  UNB43 
1200 x 1200mm
Felt  UNB44 
1200 x 1500mm*
Felt  UNB54 
1200 x 1800mm*
Felt  UNB64 
1200 x 2400mm*
Felt  UNB84 

600 x 900mm 
Felt or cork  4554 
900 x 1200mm 
Felt or cork  4555 
1200 x 1800mm 
Felt or cork  4556 

600 x 450mm
Felt or cork  44531 
600 x 900mm
Felt or cork  44532 
900 x 1200mm
Felt or cork  44543 
1200 x 1200mm
Felt or cork  44544 
1200 x 1500mm
Felt or cork  44554 
1200 x 1800mm
Felt or cork  44564 
1200 x 2400mm
Felt or cork  44584 

Single Door
600 x 900mm
Felt  TP9060 
900 x 900mm
Felt  TP9090 
900 x 1200mm
Felt  TP1290 
1200 x 1200mm
Felt  TP1212 
Double Door
1200 x 1800mm H x W
Felt  TP1812 
1200 x 2400mm H x W
Felt  TP2412 

Aluminium 
framed felt 
noticeboards
A range of standard felt covered noticeboards with 
aluminium framing. 

Can be mounted portrait or landscape. Mounts through 
concealed corners, fixings supplied. Quality noticeboard 
in a choice of 5 felt colours or traditional cork.

Combination pinnable notice and drywipe 
whiteboard

Aluminium framed combination board with half 
whiteboard, complimented by a choice of 5 felt colours 
or traditional cork for the noticeboard surface.

Aluminium framed 
felt/drywipe dual 
noticeboards

Felt tamperproof 
noticeboards
Covered noticeboards with lockable doors.

These tamperproof noticeboards offer an effective way 
of protecting notices from casual interference in busy 
public areas. 6 popular sizes available with a choice of 
6 colour options. 2 locks and keys per door. Single door 
versions can be mounted portrait or landscape, with 
hinge to side, base or top; but do not include support 
stays.

Light Blue

Cork

Cork

DB DBBU BURD RDGR GRLG LGCK LB

DB DBBU BURD RDGR GRLG LG CK

To order add the colour code to the end of product code To order add the colour code to the end of product code

To order add the colour code to the end of product code To order add the colour code to the end of product code

* Supplied 
   in 2 parts

 £24.96 

 £36.37 

 £41.36 

 £61.32 

 £68.46 

 £70.59 

 £20.68 

 £29.95 

 £39.22 

 £47.06 

 £54.91 

 £62.75 

 £77.01 

 £44.92 

 £53.48 

 £102.68 

  £70.59 

 £90.56 

 £103.40 

 £120.51 

 £196.10 

 £235.32 

From

£24.96

From

£70.59
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600 x 900mm
Woven cloth  45381 
900 x 1200mm
Woven cloth  45391 
1200 x 1200mm
Woven cloth  45401 
1200 x 1500mm
Woven cloth  45441 
1200 x 1800mm
Woven cloth  45411 
1200 x 2400mm
Woven cloth  45421 

600 x 900mm H x W
Woven cloth  47301 
900 x 900mm H x W
Woven cloth  47302 
900 x 1200mm H x W
Woven cloth  47303 
1200 x 900mm H x W
Woven cloth  47305 
1200 x 1200mm H x W
Woven cloth  47304 
900 x 1800mm H x W
Woven cloth  4536* 
1200 x 1800mm H x W
Woven cloth  4538* 
1200 x 2400mm H x W
Woven cloth  4537* 

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

Resist-a-Flame® noticeboards
A range of Class O fire-retardant noticeboards with 
aluminium framing. 

Market leading range of fire retardant noticeboards fully 
constructed and tested to meet the latest building and 
fire regulations. Ideal for use in public buildings and 
commercial applications. Can be mounted portrait or 
landscape. Mounts through concealed corners, fixings 
supplied. Available in a choice of 5 woven cloth colours.

DB

DB

CR

CR

CO

CO

SL

SL

Dk Blue

Dk Blue

Crimson

Crimson

Conifer

Conifer

Silver

Silver

PL

PL

Plum

Plum

Single Door
600 x 900mm
Woven cloth  45301 
900 x 900mm
Woven cloth  45311 
1200 x 900mm
Woven cloth  45321 
1200 x 1200mm
Woven cloth  45331 
Double Door
1200 x 1800mm H x W
Woven cloth  45341 
1200 x 2400mm H x W
Woven cloth  45351 

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

Resist-a-Flame® tamperproof
Fire retardant covered noticeboards with side hinged 
lockable doors.

Market leading range of fire retardant covered 
noticeboards fully constructed and tested to meet 
the latest building and fire regulations. Ideal for use in 
public buildings and industrial applications. Available in 
a choice of 5 woven cloth colours. Single door versions 
can be mounted portrait or landscape, with hinge to 
side, base or top.

DB CR CO SL

Dk Blue Crimson Conifer Silver

PL

Plum

Resist-a-Flame® corridor noticeboards
Top hinged lockable noticeboards with door 
supports.

The ultimate choice for use in corridor applications. The 
door opens upwards and is kept in place with support 
stays, offering increased safety whilst changing notices. 
2 locks per door with matching keys. Available in a 
choice of 5 woven cloth colours. 

* Double door top hinged units 
   These are delivered in two parts for ease of installation

Fire retardant version fully constructed and tested 
to meet the latest building and fire regulations. 
Ideal for use in public and industrial buildings. 
Cloth and pinboard core tested to BS EN 13501. 
Clear covers tested to BS 476 part 7 class 1Y. 
Available in a choice of five woven cloth colours. 
More colour options are available - ask for details.

 £58.47 

 £94.84 

 £123.36 

 £157.59 

 £169.00 

 £186.11 

 £109.81 

 £141.90 

 £163.29 

 £196.10 

 £300.92 

 £365.10 

£117.66 

 £153.31 

 £172.56 

 £172.56 

 £206.08 

 £306.62 

 £345.13 
 

£412.16 

From

£58.47

for more information go to: www.resistaflame.com

http://www.resistaflame.com
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Popular range offering an environmental choice at an 
economical price. 

Almost entirely constructed from timber industry bi-
products and recycled materials. Attractive contoured 
35mm wide frame in light oak effect (mahogany or 
aluminium effect finishes available - ask for details). 
Choice of 5 felt colours or traditional cork. Boards can 
be mounted portrait or landscape with concealed 
fixings provided.

Eco-friendly noticeboards

DB BU RD GR LG

Blue Burgundy Red Green Grey

® ®

600 x 900mm
Felt or cork  EF9060 
900 x 1200mm
Felt or cork  EF1290 
1200 x 1200mm
Felt or cork  EF1212 
1200 x 1500mm
Felt or cork  EF1512 
1200 x 1800mm
Felt or cork  EF1812 
1200 x 2400mm
Felt or cork  EF2412 

H x W
900 x 600mm
Felt or cork  TH9060 
900 x 1200mm
Felt or cork  TH1290 
1200 x 1200mm
Felt or cork  TH1212 
1200 x 1500mm
Felt or cork  TH1512 
1200 x 1800mm
Felt or cork  TH1812 
1200 x 2400mm
Felt or cork  TH2412 

H x W
Single Door
900 x 600mm
Felt or cork  TPH9060 
900 x 900mm
Felt or cork  TPH9090 
900 x 1200mm
Felt or cork  TPH1290 
1200 x 1200mm
Felt or cork  TPH1212 
Double Door
1200 x 1800mm
Felt or cork  TPH1812 
1200 x 2400mm
Felt or cork  TPH2412

600 x 900mm
Colourboard  CCB32 
900 x 1200mm
Colourboard  CCB43 
1200 x 1800mm
Colourboard  CCB64   
1200 x 2400mm
Colourboard  CCB84 

Cork

CK

Eco-friendly contrast colourboards

BL RD GR CH

Blue Red Green Charcoal

A new range of Eco-friendly noticeboards with 
attractive contrasting colour schemes

Frames are made almost entirely from timber industry 
bi-products and the pinboard surface from recycled 
waste newsprint. A choice of 4 colour combinations. 
Boards can be mounted portrait or landscape with 
concealed fixings provided.

To order add the colour code to the end of product code To order add the colour code to the end of product code

  £32.09 

 £48.49 

 £54.91 

 £70.59 

 £84.86 

 £102.68 

 £34.27 

 £50.54 

 £56.77 

 £77.88 

 £85.15 

 £100.73 

 
£91.38 

 £111.12 

 £121.50 

 £145.38 

 £221.88 

£262.04

  £35.65 

 £52.77 

 £97.69 

 £121.94 

Add your Club name, House or Department to these 
open noticeboards

New range of noticeboards with a drywipe surface 
header. This enables you to state the Theme or subject 
of the notices to be displayed by either drywipe pen 
or applying lettering or customised graphics for a 
professional finish. Boards have an aluminium frame 
with concealed corner fixings. Available in a choice of 
6 popular sizes.

Resist-a-Flame® versions of ThemeBoards are also 
available - please ask for details
...fire resistant core and woven fabric to accept pins, 
ideal for use in fire escape and corridor applications.

ThemeBoard Open Noticeboards ThemeBoard Tamperproof
Add your Club name, House or Department to 
these lockable covered noticeboards

Same features and options as the open noticeboards 
but with the added advantage of lockable doors 
to protect the information on display from casual 
interference. Quality construction with 2 matching 
locks per door, full length glazing bars and quality 
hinges for extra stability in design. Supplied 
complete with fixings.  

DB BU RD GR LG

Blue Burgundy Red Green Grey Cork

CK

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

From

£32.09

From

£34.27

NEWNEW
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To order any Shield® product - add the colour code for the FRAME and then the colour code for the LOOP NYLON CLOTH OR CORK to the end of product code

Shield® deluxe noticeboards

INAL RBBL BBGR DWRD

Ink NavyAluminium RoyalBlue BlueberryGreen Dk WineRed

SCWH BK YL

ScarletWhite Black Yellow

Aluminium framed noticeboards with a 
distinctive contemporary styling

This premier range of noticeboards has a 
raised frame available in satin aluminium or 
4 attractive colours. 7 sizes are available in 12 
loop nylon cloth colours. Can be mounted 
portrait or landscape with concealed corner 
fixings. Resist-a-Flame® versions are available.

See range of colours at bottom of page
to choose frame and cloth combinations

BG EG

Bottle Green Emerald

QU BK GM LG

Quince Black Gunmetal Lt Grey

FRAME LOOP NYLON CLOTH OR CORK

Cork

CK

600 x 450mm Alumin. Colour
Cloth or cork  45531 
600 x 900mm
Cloth or cork  45532 
900 x 1200mm
Cloth or cork  45543 
1200 x 1200mm
Cloth or cork  45544 
1200 x 1500mm
Cloth or cork  45554 
1200 x 1800mm
Cloth or cork  45564 
1200 x 2400mm
Cloth or cork  45584 

   Alumin. Colour 
4 x A4 Landscape  570 x 712mm H x W 
Cloth or cork  SCEL4 
4 x A4 Portrait  750 x 537mm H x W  
Cloth or cork  SCEP4 
8 x A4  750 x 967mm H x W
Cloth or cork  SCEL8 
9 x A4  1050 x 752mm H x W 
Cloth or cork  SCEP8 
12 x A4 1050 x 1012mm H x W 
Cloth or cork  SCEP12 
15 x A4  1050 x 1182mm H x W  
Cloth or cork  SCEP15 
18 x A4  1050 x 1397mm H x W 
Cloth or cork  SCEP18 

   Alumin. Colour 
9 x A4  1050 x 752mm H x W 
Cloth or cork  SCES8 
12 x A4 1050 x 1012mm H x W 
Cloth or cork  SCES12 
15 x A4  1050 x 1182mm H x W  
Cloth or cork  SCES15 
18 x A4  1050 x 1397mm H x W 
Cloth or cork  SCES18 

600 x 900mm  Alumin. Colour
Cloth or cork  STP9060 
900 x 900mm
Cloth or cork  STP9090 
1200 x 900mm
Cloth or cork  STP1290 
1200 x 1200mm
Cloth or cork  STP1212 
1200 x 1800mm H x W
Cloth or cork  STP1812 
1200 x 2400mm H x W
Cloth or cork  STP2412 

Shield® 
slimline 
showcase

Deluxe lockable noticeboards.

Contemporary styling, and a wide range 
of frame and cloth colours for this deluxe 
covered noticeboard. Available in range of 
six sizes in both standard and flame retardant 
versions. Single door versions can be 
mounted portrait or landscape, with hinge to 
side, base or top. Resist-a-Flame® versions are 
available, ask for details.

See range of colours at bottom of page
to choose frame and cloth combinations

Shield® exterior 
showcases

Shield® exterior post 
mounted showcases

Deluxe weatherproof showcase, with full 
certification designed for wall mounting.

Independently certified to EN60529 (I.P. 55) 
against water and dust ingress. Available in 
a choice of 7 sizes, each designed to occupy 
a given number of A4 sheets of paper. Top 
hinged doors include support stays and are 
fitted with two locks with matching keys. 
Illuminated and interior versions available.

See range of colours at bottom of page
to choose frame and cloth combinations

Galvanised and powder coated posts are 
supplied ready to be concreted in. Finished 
height of the unit is 2 metres from the 
ground. All other specifications are as the 
wall mounted unit featured. Bolt down posts 
and extra showcases are available to create 
double sided units - please ask for details

See range of colours at bottom of page
to choose frame and cloth combinations

 £42.07 

 £52.77 

 £69.88 

 £77.73 

 £111.24 

 £116.23 

 £140.48 

 £37.08 

 £45.64 

 £61.32 

 £69.88 

 £97.69 

 £105.54 

 £124.79 

 £126.21 
 

£156.88 
 

£175.42 
 

£213.92 
 

£332.29 
 

£390.77 

 £100.54 

 £124.08 

 £137.62 

 £171.85 

 £272.40
 

 £317.32 

 £197.52 
 

£183.26 
 

£224.62 

 £233.18 

 £303.06 

 £311.61 
 

£334.43 

 £436.40 

 £496.30 

 £518.41 

 £549.78 

 £160.44 

 £166.15 

 £205.37 
 

£206.79 
 

£249.58 

 £271.68 

 £306.62 

 £410.02 

 £454.23 

 £484.89 

 £527.68 

NEW
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Busygrip® 
aluminium
poster 
frames
Anodised aluminium snap frame

Wide range of popular sized poster frames finished 
in satin anodised aluminium. The frames simply snap 
open and closed to change the poster.  Poster is 
protected by anti glare UV resistant cover. Designed for 
internal use. Mounts portrait or landscape with fixings 
provided. Available in 7 sizes to take all ‘A’ sized posters 
between A4 and A0 plus the most popular ‘B’ sized 
posters. 

297 x 210mm
A4  PFA4AL 
420 x 297mm
A3  PFA3AL 
594 x 420mm
A2  PFA2AL 
840 x 594mm
A1  PFA1AL 
1189 x 840mm
A0  PFA0AL 
700 x 500mm
B2  PFB2AL 
1000 x 700mm
B1  PFB1AL 

A1 840 x 594mm H x W
Indoor  AF1000 
Outdoor  AF2000 
B2 700 x 500mm H x W
Indoor  AF1001 
Outdoor  AF2001 
B1 1000 x 700mm H x W
Indoor  AF1002 
Outdoor  AF2002 
Blackboard inserts 
for A1 frame
Pair  AF2005 

297 x 210mm 
Height portrait 1010mm
Height landscape 967mm
A4  LD1073 
420 x 297mm
Height portrait 1076mm
Height landscape 1014mm
A3  LD1074 

297 x 210mm
A4  PFA4 
420 x 297mm   
A3  PFA3 
594 x 420mm
A2  PFA2 
840 x 594mm
A1  PFA1 
1189 x 840mm
A0  PFA0 
700 x 500mm
B2  PFB2 
1000 x 700mm
B1  PFB1 

Busygrip® 
coloured 
poster 
frames
Distinctive snap frame in a choice of 5 colours

Ideal for mounting posters and notices; such as health 
and safety, mandatory, and first aid. Frames simply snap 
open and closed to change the poster. 7 sizes to take 
all ‘A’ sized posters between A4 and A0 plus the most 
popular ‘B’ sized posters. 

BL GR RD

Blue Green Red

WH BK

White Black

Please add 50mm to the dimensions 
given for the external measurements 
of the poster frame

Please add 50mm to the dimensions 
given for the external measurements 
of the poster frame

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

Busygrip® standard
information stands
Stylish single height freestanding poster frames 
which have adjustment for viewing angle and 
orientation. 

Aluminium post combines with a sturdy steel base 
to provide stability. Available in A4 or A3, with satin 
anodised aluminium snap frames which can be rotated 
to be used portrait or landscape. Frames can also be 
viewed at any angle between horizontal and vertical. 

Busygrip® indoor and 
outdoor A frames
A freestanding double sided poster frame that folds 
flat for easy portability and storage. 

Frame is finished in satin anodised aluminium. 
Suitable for internal or external use, external version 
has additional weatherproof seals. Available in three 
popular sizes A1, B2 and B1. Contents are protected 
by anti-glare UV resistant covers. A pair of blackboard 
inserts are available for A1 sized frame.

 £14.97 

 £18.54 

 £24.96 

 £32.80 

 £54.91 

 £28.52 

 £49.20 

 £17.68 

 £22.03 

 £30.16 

 £34.94 
 

£63.11 
 

£33.87 
 

£57.05 

 £97.69 
£138.34

 £84.86 
£118.37 

£115.52 
£169.00

£27.10

 £72.73 
 

£96.98 

From

£14.97

From

£72.73
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297 x 210mm
A4  LPC1000 
420 x 297mm
A3  LPC1001 
594 x 420mm
A2  LPC1002 
840 x 594mm
A1  LPC1003 
1189 x 840mm
A0  LPC1004 
700 x 500mm
B2  LPC1005 
1000 x 700mm
B1  LPC1006 

297 x 210mm
A4  EPF1000 
420 x 297mm
A3  EPF1001 
594 x 420mm
A2  EFP1002 
840 x 594mm
A1  EPF1003 
1189 x 840mm
A0  EPF1004 
700 x 500mm
B2  EPF1005 
1000 x 700mm
B1  EPF1006 

700 x 500mm
Each  LD4010 
1000 x 500mm
Each  LD4011 
900 x 700mm
Each  LD4012 
1250 x 700mm
Each  LD4013 

800 x 600mm H x W
Each  LD4020 

Locking 
poster cases

External
poster cases
Weatherproof and tamperproof design. 

This snap frame is fitted with a weatherproof seal 
preventing water damage. The special frame profile 
and higher strength springs prevent casual tampering 
as a unique tool is required to open the frame. Supplied 
with opening tool. UV protective film prevents fading.

These weather resistant locking poster cases are 
designed to take standard paper sizes. Ideal for public 
information. Clips inside the case hold paper securely. 
Single lock on 3 smaller sizes, 2 on the rest. 

Wood framed blackboards
Traditional wall mounted wood framed blackboards

Suitable for displaying messages in restaurants, 
cafes, bars etc. For use with ‘chalk’ pens enabling the 
message to be changes when required. Available in 4 
standard sizes up to 1.25m. Can be mounted portrait 
or landscape. 50mm wooden frame is mounted with a 
simple fixing kit, supplied. Sizes stated are inclusive of 
the frame.

Wood framed blackboard A frames
Traditional double sided wooden A frame 
blackboards

Suitable for displaying messages outside of restaurants, 
cafes, bars etc. A 50mm wide wooden frame surrounds 
a black surface designed for use with ‘chalk’ pens, 
enabling the message to be changed when required. 
The 600 x 900mm frame folds flat for storage. 1100mm 
high with a footprint of 700 x 600mm when in use. 

See page

12

 £62.75 

 £78.44 

 £97.69 

 £137.62 
 

£202.51 
 

£109.81 
 

£170.43 

 £34.94 

 £40.65 

 £52.05 

 £70.59 

 £109.81 

 £59.90 

 £82.00 

 £141.90  £46.35 

 £55.62 

 £66.32 

 £84.86 
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Cygnet 
flipchart easel

Board Size H 1000mm   
 W 700mm
Max height  1850mm
Weight  10kg 
Each  443000 

An entry level tripod easel but 
with the features of a more 
expensive model

Aluminium frame with steel dry 
wipe surface to accept magnets. 
Adjustable flip pad holders. Rear leg 
has a brace for increased stability. 
Supplied with clip-on pen tray.

Hawk 
flipchart easels

Board Size H 1000mm   
 W 700mm
Max Height  1850mm
Weight  10.3kg
Black  445000   
White  445001   

Economy easel with class beating features

Tripod easel has rear leg tie bar for extra stability 
and durability; with telescopic legs that allow simple 
height adjustment. Magnetic drywipe surface is 1000 x 
700mm and has curved pen tray to base. Hinged pad 
clamp with hangers for standard pre-drilled A1 flip 
pads. Available with black or white framework.

Conference 
pro flipchart 
easel
Premier feature packed easel - 
the best on the market

High quality flipchart easel with 
large 1000 x 700mm coated steel 
writing surface that also accept 
magnets. Fully height adjustable 
board from seated position to 
standing height of 1920mm. Legs 
interlock to assist carrying and 
even have wheels for mobility. 
Integral side arm with paper clips 
can be mounted to left or right, 
for hanging completed sheets. 
Robust yet lightweight aluminium 
construction. 3 year guarantee.

Board Size H 1000mm   
 W 700mm
Height adjustment
  1250-1920mm
Weight  11kg
Each  463770 

Buzzard mobile flipchart easel
Board Size H 1000mm   
 W 700mm
Max Height  1820mm
Each  449505 

Mobile flipchart easel mounted on a five star base 
with locking castors. 

Metal pad clamp with hangers to take all standard 
A1 flipchart pads. Magnetic whiteboard is height 
adjustable with spring loaded assist. Two side arms are 
supplied as standard for hanging completed sheets. 
Full width pen tray.

 £60.61  £74.87 
 £74.87 

 £124.79 

 £284.52 

Only

£60.61
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Ultimate mobile 
flipchart easel

Board Size H 1000mm    
 W 700mm
Blue  449603 
Red  449602  
Green  449604 
Black  449601  
Grey  449605 
White  449606 

New heavy duty mobile Ultimate easel - 
now in 6 colours

The mobile version of our bestselling Ultimate 
easel. The large magnetic whiteboard is 
mounted on a height adjustable column and 
round tubular steel base. Maximum height 
1950mm. Available in a choice of 6 colours 

Ultimate loop leg 
flipchart easel

Board Size H 860mm    
 W 650mm
Max Height  1720mm
Weight  7.15kg
Blue  448084
Red  448082
Green  448085
Black  448081
Grey  443001
White  448086
Carry bag  448083

Top selling colour framed easel - now in 6 
colours

Loop leg design creates very steady base and 
foot bar aids stability when writing. Double 
sided magnetic whiteboard can be angled 
flat to aid pad preparation and is fully height 
adjustable. Available framed in a choice of 6 
colours. Suitable for A1 standard 2 hole drilled 
pads. Optional carry bag.

Green GreenWhite WhiteBlue BlueBlack BlackRed RedGrey Grey

Trapease® paper 
hanging system

600mm 
Size H 54mm   
W 600mm
 D 22mm
Each  TE060 

1200mm 
Size H 54mm   
W 1200mm
 D 22mm
Each  TE120 

1800mm 
Size H 54mm   
W 1800mm
 D 22mm
Each  TE180 

Ingenious rail for hanging paper or card

Trapease is so simple to use, simply insert a sheet of paper 
and it is held in place with specially designed rollers. Lift the 
sheet of paper and it is released. Ideal for training rooms, 
brainstorming sessions, hanging artwork, maps and charts. 
Various thicknesses of material can be held even side by side. 
Available in three standard lengths, and can be butted end 
to end to create longer runs.  Easy snap fit or adhesive strip 
mounting. Can be adapted to be an all white system.

Flipchart pads

Flipchart and
drywipe pens

5 pack  450010  
5 packs of 5  450010/5 
10 packs of 5 450010/10 
20 packs of 5 450010/20 

Wallet of 4 pens
Assorted  439110 
Black  439112 

Box of 10 pens  
Assorted  439100  
Black  439101 
Blue  439102 
Red  439107 
Green  439104 

Ideal for easels and mobile whiteboards.

40 sheet pad with perforated top, supplied in 
a pack of 5. 70gsm recycled bleedproof paper 
for use with flipchart pens.

The presenters pen for both 
drywipe and flipchart use

Specially designed for use on 
both drywipe whiteboards 
and flipchart pads. Available 
in four colours packed in a 
wallet of 4 or boxed in 10’s. 
Quick drying non-toxic and 
low odour formula. 6mm 
bullet point for excellent 
definition.

 £94.84 
 £94.84 
 £94.84 
 £94.84 
 £94.84 
 £94.84 
 £27.81 

 £141.90 
 £141.90 
 £141.90 
 £141.90 
 £141.90 
 £141.90 

 £26.74 
 £101.97 
 £187.54 
 £330.87 

  £11.87 
 £11.87 
 £11.87 
 £11.87 
 £11.87 

 £6.38 
 £6.38  £44.92  £36.72  £24.60 

All our 

easels ac
cept 

magnets

Only

£94.84
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Write-on® 
revolving 
whiteboards
Double sided whiteboard that can pivot on its 
horizontal axis

Enables both sides to be used, or the surface angled 
towards the audience. Available with coated steel 
writing surface that has the advantage of accepting 
magnets, or non-magnetic surface that is one side 
plain, one side gridded. Sturdy steel frame has 4 castors, 
2 of which are locking. Steel cross bars aid rigidity and 
house the supplied pen tray. Optional flip pad clips.

Write-angle® 
revolving 
whiteboards
Versatile mobile whiteboard with dual action 
pivoting board

Enables both sides of the board to be used and angled 
towards your audience. Can be fixed during assembly 
to pivot either vertically or horizontally to suit your 
requirement. Available with drywipe steel surfaces to 
accept magnets or laminate surfaces, one plain and the 
reverse with a feint grid. Locking castors.

Combi mobile noticeboards
Freestanding board with whiteboard one side, 
noticeboard on reverse.

A versatile mobile board offering both pinboard and 
whiteboard applications in one product. Available in 
two popular sizes and mounted on a stable powder 
coated steel frame, with four castors two of which are 
lockable.  A1 flip pad clamp on all whiteboard surfaces.

900 x 1200mm H x W
Non magnetic 447431 
Magnetic  447433 
1200 x 900mm H x W
Non magnetic 447341 
Magnetic  447343 
1200 x 1200mm 
Non magnetic 447441 
Magnetic  447443 
1200 x 1500mm H x W
Non magnetic 447541 
Magnetic  447543 
1200 x 1800mm H x W
Non magnetic 447641 
Magnetic  447643 
Flip pad clips
Pair WBPC100 

1200 x 700mm H x W
Combi 448050 
1000 x 1000mm
Combi+ 448051 

1200 x 900mm
Pinnable  MNB43 
Drywipe  MWB43 
1200 x 1200mm
Pinnable  MNB44 
Drywipe  MWB44 
1200 x 1500mm
Pinnable  MNB54 
Drywipe  MWB54 
1200 x 1800mm
Pinnable  MNB64 
Drywipe  MWB64 

Mobile display screens
Double sided mobile pinnable panels framed in 
anodised aluminium and mounted on sturdy white 
frame with locking castors. 

These height adjustable panels can be mounted 
in either portrait or landscape formats. Pinnable 
noticeboards are available in a choice of blue, red, 
green or grey cloth. Drywipe whiteboard option also 
available in all 4 sizes.

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

RB

Royal

SC

Scarlet

EG

Emerald

LG

Lt Grey

 £151.89 
 £162.58 

 £152.60 
£163.29

 £159.73 
£181.12

 £173.99 
£197.52

 £206.08
£241.73

£3.53

 £146.89 
£137.62

 £156.16 
£146.18

 £172.56 
£157.59

 £181.12 
£166.15

  £110.53 

 £119.80 

900 x 1200mm H x W
Non magnetic 448431 
Magnetic  448433 
1200 x 900mm H x W
Non magnetic 448341 
Magnetic  448343 
1200 x 1200mm 
Non magnetic 448441 
Magnetic  448443 
1200 x 1500mm H x W
Non magnetic 448541 
Magnetic  448543 
1200 x 1800mm H x W
Non magnetic 448641 
Magnetic  448643 
Flip pad clips 
Pair WBPC100 

 £174.70 
£201.80

 £174.70 
£201.80

 £185.40 
£218.20

 £210.36 
£245.30

 £231.75 
£268.12

£3.53

From

£151.89
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Write-on® dual faced 
whiteboards
Double sided drywipe whiteboard which offers 
one side plain ultrasmooth surface with gridded 
Guideline® surface on the other.

Aluminium framed whiteboards available in a wide 
range of sizes. The Guideline® side has a feint 20mm 
square grid that assists the presenter, but is unseen by 
the audience. Supplied with pen tray and concealed 
through the corner wall fixings. For use with drywipe 
pens. Can be mounted landscape or portrait.

600 x 450mm
Each  47131 
600 x 900mm
Each  47132        
900 x 1200mm
Each  47143 
1200 x 1200mm
Each  47144 
1200 x 1500mm
Each  47154 
1200 x 1800mm
Each  47164 
1200 x 2400mm
Each  47184 
1200 x 2700mm
Each  47194 

600 x 450mm
Each  49631 
600 x 900mm
Each  49632 
900 x 1200mm
Each  49643 
1200 x 1200mm
Each  49644 
1200 x 1500mm
Each  49654 
1200 x 1800mm
Each  49664 
1200 x 2400mm
Each  49684 
1200 x 2700mm
Each  49694 
1200 x 3000mm
Each  49610 

600 x 450mm
Each  49431  
600 x 900mm
Each  49432 
900 x 1200mm
Each  49443 
1200 x 1200mm
Each  49444 
1200 x 1500mm
Each  49454 
1200 x 1800mm
Each  49464 
1200 x 2400mm
Each  49484 
1200 x 2700mm
Each  49494 

600 x 900mm
Each EFW9060LO 
900 x 1200mm
Each EFW1290LO 
1200 x 1200mm
Each EFW1212LO 
1200 x 1500mm
Each EFW1512LO 
1200 x 1800mm
Each EFW1812LO 
1200 x 2400mm
Each EFW2412LO 

Write-on® magnetic 
whiteboards
Superior coated steel writing surface that also 
accepts magnets

Excellent hardwearing surface for higher use 
applications. For use with drywipe pens. All boards 
1800mm and over have extra central fixings for 
additional safety. Can be mounted landscape or 
portrait. Aluminium frame supplied with pen tray, 
concealed corner mounting and fixings. Surface 
guaranteed for 5 years.

Write-on® vitreous 
enamel steel 
whiteboards
The ultimate surface for high use applications.

Vitreous Enamelled Steel surface is accepted as the 
ultimate drywipe surface. The enamel coating is baked 
at over 800°C, giving it a durable hardwearing surface 
that we guarantee for 25 years use. The surface also has 
the advantage of accepting magnets to affix maps/
charts, prepared notes and posters. Aluminium framed 
boards are available in a choice of 8 popular sizes, and 
supplied with pen tray and concealed corner fixings. 
Larger boards have additional centre supports.

Write-on®
Eco-friendly 
whiteboards
Ever popular range offering an environmental choice 
at an economical price. 

Almost entirely constructed from timber industry 
bi-products, and recycled materials. Attractive 
contoured 35mm wide frame with light oak effect 
(aluminium effect, blue or black finishes are also 
available - ask for details). Boards can be mounted 
portrait or landscape with fixings provided.

®

 £19.97 

 £26.38 

 £41.36 

 £46.35 

 £69.17 

 £77.01 

 £85.57 

 £125.50 

 £19.61 

 £28.52 

 £42.07 

 £54.19 

 £76.30 

 £89.13 
 

£112.67 
 

£143.33 

 £159.23 

 £32.09 

 £54.19 

 £87.71 

 £115.52 

 £143.33 

 £165.43 

 £212.50 

 £243.87 

 £32.09 

 £47.06 

 £58.12 

 £74.87 
 

£79.86 
 

£98.40 

From

£19.61
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Write-on® magnetic
glass whiteboards
The ultimate in contemporary drywipe presentations

Magnetic glass drywipe board is enhanced by the 
chrome mounts which float the board away from the 
wall. 10 sizes from 500mm square up to 2.4 metres 
wide. The surface cleans easily with no ghosting. 
Optional matching glass pen tray available. All fixings 
included. 

Glass dry/wetwipe broad tip pens

Vibrant coloured or white pens with 9mm 
chisel tip. Designed to dry-wipe from glass or 
wet-wipe from chalkboard surfaces. Pack of 5 
assorted colours - Red, Yellow, Pink, Green and 
Orange or pack of 3 White

Drywipe glass board accessories
Glass board cleaner

A 250ml pump action spray cleaner for 
refreshing boards periodically. Will also 
remove stubborn stains from porous 
surfaces. Handle with care - read 
instructions before use.

Glass board magnets

High power neodymium magnets. Ideal for 
affixing heavier material, or for use on glass 
drywipe whiteboards. 

Glass wetwipe narrow tip pens 

These pens are for use on glass or chalkboard 
surfaces. They have a 3mm chisel tip. Once 
dry, the ink can be removed with a wet cloth. 
Packs of 5 assorted colours - Black, Red, Blue, 
Green and Yellow or pack of 5 White

Assorted colours 
Pack of 5  439500  
White 
Pack of 3  439501  

Assorted colours 
Pack of 5  539100  
White 
Pack of 5  539101  

25mm magnets 
Pack of 2  439158  

Cleaner 
250ml bottle 539102  

500 x 500mm
Each G5050WH 
600 x 450mm
Each G4560WH 
900 x 600mm
Each G6090WH 
1000 x 650mm
Each G6510WH 
1200 x 900mm
Each G9012WH 
1200 x 1200mm
Each G1212WH 
1000 x 1500mm
Each G1015WH 
1000 x 2000mm
Each G1020WH 
1200 x 1800mm
Each G1218WH 
1200 x 2400mm
Each G1224WH 
Pentray
Each G5000 

500 x 500mm
All colours G5050 
600 x 450mm
All colours G4560 
900 x 600mm
Black only G6090BK 
1000 x 650mm
Black only G6510BK 

Write-on® coloured glass boards
Display your messages or menus in style

A range of attractive glass dry-wipe boards which also 
accept super strength magnets. The glass board stands 
proud of the wall on special chrome fixings, supplied, 
adding to the visual impact. Made from 4.5mm 
toughened safety glass in a choice of 9 colours with a 
steel back. 

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

 £49.20 

 £52.77 

 £96.27 

 £110.53 

 £149.03 
 

£188.25 
 

£195.38 
 

£275.25 

 £258.13 
 

£352.97 

 £10.34 

 £49.20 

 £52.77 

 £96.27 

 £110.53 

 £32.09 
 

£18.54 

 £16.29 

 £16.29 

 £12.48  £12.12 

Black GreyRed

Violet

Blue

Sky Blue

Yellow

Orange Lime

BK GYRD

VI

BL

SK

YL

OR LM

From

£49.20

NEW NEW NEW NEW
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Write-on®
spacesaver 
whiteboards
Three times the surface area of the wall space 
they take up

The Spacesaver whiteboard mounts just like an 
ordinary whiteboard but with hinged double sided 
panels that create additional writing areas. Can also 
be used for revealing pre-prepared work, or covering 
confidential information. Available in a range of sizes, 
with single or double fold out panels. Supplied with 
pen tray and concealed through the corner fixings.

Write-on® coloured 
edged whiteboards
The tough ABS colour edging adds a modern accent 
to an everyday product.

Mounts flush to the wall due to its frameless design 
and simple through the board fixing. Edged in a choice 
of 6 bright colours with matching screw caps. Low 
profile 2mm edge means boards can be mounted side 
by side virtually seamless. 

Shield® deluxe 
whiteboards

AL BL GR

RDBK

Aluminium Blue Green

RedBlack

WH

White

Deluxe contour framed whiteboard

The stylish frame is available in a range 
of 4 bright powder coat colours, or satin 
anodised aluminium finish. Available in 
a choice of 7 popular sizes supplied with 
concealed through the corner fixings. Part of 
the Shield® range of co-ordinated display and 
presentation products.

To order add the colour code 
to the end of product code

600 x 450mm Alumin. Colour 
Each  SW31 
600 x 900mm
Each  SW32 
900 x 1200mm
Each  SW43 
1200 x 1200mm
Each  SW44 
1200 x 1500mm
Each  SW54 
1200 x 1800mm
Each  SW64 
1200 x 2400mm
Each  SW84 

600 x 900mm
Each  49332 
900 x 1200mm
Each  49343 
1200 x 1200mm
Each  49344 
1200 x 1500mm
Each  49354 
1200 x 1800mm
Each  49364 
1200 x 2400mm
Each  49384 

Single door
Closed 900 x 600mm
Open 900 x 1200mm
Non magnetic BLB1000 
Closed 1200 x 900mm
Open 1200 x 1800mm
Non magnetic BLB1001 
Double door
Closed 900 x 1200mm
Open 900 x 2400mm
Non magnetic BLB1002 
Closed 1200 x 1500mm
Open 1200 x 3000mm
Non magnetic BLB1003 
Closed 1200 x 2000mm
Open 1200 x 4000mm
Non magnetic BLB1004 
Magnetic versions available - ask for details

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

BLBK RD YW

BlueBlack Red Yellow

WH GR

White Green

 £85.57 

 £132.63 

 £139.05 

 £210.36 

£241.02

 £29.24 

 £42.43 

 £52.77 

 £67.74 

 £72.02 

 £88.42 

 £42.78 

 £51.34 

 £68.46 

 £87.00 

 £105.54 

 £114.81 
 

£136.20 

 £37.08 
 

£44.21 
 

£58.47 

 £74.87 

 £90.56 
 

£100.54 

 £119.80 

Printed modular 
whiteboards
Printed whiteboards that mount flush side by side.

A range of printed whiteboards edged with 2mm low 
profile white edging. This frameless design enables the 
boards to be mounted side by side, almost seamlessly. 
The non-magnetic ultra smooth boards are 1200mm 
x 1200mm and supplied with wall fixings. Available 
lined, gridded, handwriting lines, music staves or plain. 
Wall fixings supplied.

Please note these boards are frameless so sizes shown are nominal

1200 x 1200mm
50mm lined
Each 46813 
50 x 50mm gridded
Each 46814 
Music staves
Each 46815 
Handwriting
Each 46816 
Plain
Each 49344 

 £74.87 

 £74.87 

£74.87 

 £74.87

£52.77

From

£29.24
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Timeminder® drywipe ‘In-Out’
and perpetual planners
Undated planners that can be used time and time 
again

Useful range of printed whiteboard In-Out boards 
and 5 variant of planners to suit your needs, each in a 
choice of 2 whiteboard styles.

Aluminium framed
Drywipe coated steel version to accept magnets. 
Supplied with through the corner fixings and pen tray. 

Blue edged frameless design
Drywipe laminate non-magnetic surface for use with 
drywipe pens. Sleek modern design, supplied with 
through the board fixings, concealed with white caps

600 x 900mm H x W
24 hour - 7 day planner
Non magnetic 46831 
Magnetic  46841 
Week planner
Non magnetic 46834 
Magnetic  46844 
Appointments planner
Non magnetic 46835 
Magnetic  46845 
Month planner
Non magnetic 46833 
Magnetic  46843 
Annual planner
Non magnetic 46832 
Magnetic  46842 

600 x 450mm H x W
In - Out board
Non magnetic 46836 

Showpoint® 
In-Out board
Names can be created using -
 1   Interchangeable letters - Supplied
 2 Computer generated printed strips
     Header - 222 x 16mm
     Indicator - 156 x 16mm
 3  Hand written - Insert card and 
  pen provided

Supplied with easy to read characters which 
are up to 100% larger than some other 
systems. Name plates have a clear cover 
to prevent casual interference. Installation 
takes a matter of minutes, simply affix the 
mounting post to the wall and snap each 
of the modules in place. Anti-tamper strips 
supplied to lock name plates in position for 
added security if required. 

10 person + header
534 x 267 x 41mm
Kit SPSK100 
20 person + 2 headers
534 x 534 x 41mm
Kit SPSK200 
Extra letters and numbers
Pack of 447 SPLN400 

Door/desk name plate
41 x 267 x 19mm
Pack of 3 SPDD300 
Indicator door plate
41 x 267 x 19mm
Pack of 3 SPDP200 
Extra letters and numbers
Pack of 447 SPLN400 

Showpoint® 
door and desk 
modules

267mm 267mm

267mm

534mm

41mm

19mm

267mm

DESK STAND

OPTIONAL INLAYS OPTIONAL INLAYS

41mm

19mm

41mm

19mm

41mm

These signage modules can be used for 
information and naming purposes.

Names can be created in the same way as 
the In-Out kits opposite. All plates have a 
clear cover to prevent casual interference. 
Simple self assembly.

Door or desk name plates - all in one box
Simply add a name and mount to a door 
or the desk stand supplied. Pack of 3 units 
supplied with 2 keyhole fixing and screws 
or adhesive foam pads for wall fixing, 
3 aluminium stands for desk use and 
interchangeable letters.

Indicator door plate
Use the ‘IN/OUT’,  and/or ‘No Entry’ inserts to 
create attractive door indicators. Arrow 
inserts also supplied to assemble a series of 
directional plates. Pack of 3 units supplied 
with keyhole fixings and screws and adhesive 
foam pad fixings. Interchangeable letters and 
numbers supplied.

 £37.79 
 £46.35 

 
£37.79 

 £46.35 

 £37.79 
 £46.35 

 £37.79 
 £46.35 

 £37.79 
 £46.35 

 £33.51 

 £64.89 

 £126.21 

 £13.19 

 £34.94 

 £34.23 

 £13.19 

Colour edged
Non-magnetic

Aluminium 
framed
Magnetic
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Showpoint® sign frames
Economical and contemporary DIY sign system

Create signs in-house and print on any A4 or A3 printer. 
A choice of five sizes to take A6, A5, A4, A3, & ½A4 
inserts. All signs can be mounted portrait or landscape 
and can be personalised with a choice of brightly 
coloured decor strips. All fixings provided.

Flag display
This 1/2A4 size double sided unit protrudes at right 
angles to the wall, therefore ideal for identifying rooms 
in corridors. All fixings provided.

148 x 105mm H x W
A6  SFA6 
210 x 148mm H x W
A5  SFA5 
297 x 105mm H x W
1/2 A4  SFHA4 
297 x 210mm H x W
A4  SFA4 
297 x 420mm H x W
A3  SFA3 
105 x 297mm double sided
Flag   SFF297 

77 x 239mm H x W
1/2A5  BS5000 
151 x 239mm H x W
A5  BS5001 
108 x 326mm
1/2 A4  BS5002 
213 x 326mm H x W
A4    Landscape BS5003 
300 x 239mm H x W
A4    Portrait  BS5004 

Snap frame length = height

Quick Sign snap frame sign system
Low cost signage solution to take ‘A’ sized inserts

Economical sign holders that operate like a snap poster 
frame. Easy to mount and simple to use, Quick-Sign 
is available in 5 convenient sizes all being derivatives 
of A4. Quick-Sign can be mounted on curved walls 
or circular columns, due to the flexible backing plate. 
These popular signs can be mounted in portrait or 
landscape orientation. 

 £12.12 

 £19.97 
 

£22.82 

 £27.81  

£39.93 
 

£58.47 

 £9.98 

 £12.84 

 £10.70 

 £14.26 

 £14.97 

Wall cabinet H x W x D
900 x 1200 x 200mm
Aluminium  GS1000 
Coloured  XS1000 
1000 x 1000 x 200mm
Aluminium  GS1001 
Coloured  XS1001 
Tower unit H x W x D
2000 x 600 x 600mm
Aluminium  GS1002 
Coloured  XS1002 
2000 x 500 x 500mm
Aluminium  GS1003 
Coloured  XS1003 
Wide tower H x W x D
2000 x 1200 x 600mm
Aluminium  GS1006 
Coloured  XS1006 
2000 x 1000 x 500mm
Aluminium  GS1007 
Coloured  XS1007 
Tower + cupboard H x W x D
2000 x 1200 x 600mm
Aluminium  GS1004 
Coloured  XS1004 
2000 x 1000 x 500mm
Aluminium  GS1005 
Coloured  XS1005 

Shield® display cases
Display 3D objects in style with the Shield® glazed 
display case

Heavy duty yet contemporary aluminium framing, and 
toughened safety glass are used to create this range 
of wall and freestanding showcases. 6 tower units and 
2 wall mounted cabinets are available in a choice of 
satin anodised aluminium or 4 bright powder coat 
colours. All units are lockable and supplied with glass 
shelving as illustrated. Supplied ready assembled with 
castors, button feet are available as a no cost alternative 
– please specify when ordering. Illuminated versions 
available, ask for details

BL GR RD

Blue Green Red

WH

White

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

 £742.31 
£821.46

 £715.22 
£795.08

 £1,196.54 
£1,288.53

 £922.01 
£1,001.16

£1,526.70 
£1,658.62

 £1,555.22
£1,661.47

£1,752.74 
£1,884.66

 £1,683.57
£1,789.11

From

£12.12
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Deluxe secure 
coat rail

1600 x 1220 x 520mm
Code  VA120 

All black coat rack with secure 
coat hangers

This attractive unit is supplied with 
17 x 2 peice security coat hangers 
to prevent loss. Also takes umbrellas 
and bags. Locking castors. Easy self 
assembly.

Silver coat rail

Stand H x W x D
1800 x 1140 x 550mm
Each  VA103 
Extra hangers 
Pack of 6  VA104 

Practical coat, bag and umbrella 
storage

Store coats, bags and accessories 
on this free standing unit. Finished 
in silver powder coated steel 
frame, with wooden features. High 
capacity hanging rail includes 6 
matching hangers. Supplied with 
four castors to aid mobility. Easy self 
assembly.

Coat stands A & B Coat stand D
Compact coat and umbrella stands

These popular coat stands also house up to 6 umbrellas 
with a built in drip tray. 38cm heavy cast steel base for 
stability

A budget coat and umbrella stand

A budget priced coat stand in matte 
black that also accepts up to 4 
umbrellas.

Style A
1750mm high
Each VA101
  

Style D
1750mm high
Each VA119
  

Style B
1870mm high
Each VA100
  

Wood coat hooks
Flip out wood coat hooks

Attractive design, finished in cherry 
with a choice of 3 or 5 brushed 
nickel hooks. The flip down hooks 
are designed to store flush with the 
contoured wooden unit when not 
in use. Concealed fixings supplied.

Mesh 
coat hooks
Simple steel mesh design

Large rounded hooks to protect 
your clothing. Available in a 
choice of 2, 3 or 5 hook versions. 
Contemporary black coated steel 
and mesh with concealed keyhole 
fixings supplied.

Coloured clocks
300 x 300 x 5mm H x W x D
Grey  VA107 
Black  VA108 
Lavender  VA112 
Orange  VA113 
Green  VA114 
Purple  VA109 

3 hook 
76 x 305 x 70mm H x W x D
Each  G4242CY 
5 hook 
76 x 508 x 70mm H x W x D
Each  G4243CY 

2 hook 
140 x 216 x 76mm H x W x D
Each  G6401BL 
3 hook 
140 x 375 x 76mm H x W x D
Each  G6402BL 
5 hook 
140 x 680 x 76mm H x W x D
Each  G6403BL 

Inexpensive range of analogue wall clocks

Clear 300mm diameter white faced clock with black 
numbering available with a range of coloured bezels. 
Choose from grey, black, lavender, orange, green or 
purple. Takes one AA 1.5v Battery (not supplied). 3 year 
warranty.

Grey Black Lavender

Orange Green Purple

 £302.70 

 £46.42 

 £59.15 

 £17.97 

 £20.96 

 £29.20 

 £206.08 

 £32.80 

 £82.72  £63.46  £44.21 

 £18.90 
 £18.90 
 £18.90 
 £18.90 
 £18.90 
 £18.90 

Only

£18.90
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All Clear literature 
dispensers
The clear choice for a clear view

Clever yet simple concept of a total clear leaflet 
dispenser with holders that do not overlap, allowing 
the full front of every brochure to be displayed. The 
entire product is manufactured from clear moulded 
acrylic, therefore the surrounding decor is also not 
compromised. Wide range of sizes and configurations 
are available including mixed format units.

12 x A4
1245 x 762mm H x W
Wall mounted G10111 
12 x 1/3A4 + 6 x A4
1143 x 762mm H x W
Wall mounted G10110 
24 x 1/3A4
1041 x 762mm H x W
Wall mounted G10109 
9 x A4
934 x 762mm H x W
Wall mounted G10101 
Freestanding G10101S 
6 x 1/3A4 + 6 x A4
1245 x 762mm H x W
Wall mounted G10107 
Freestanding G10107S 
Many other sizes available - ask for details

1690 x 560 x 560 H x W x D
12 x A4
Each LD2000 
16 x A5
Each LD2001 
32 x 1/3A4
Each LD2002 
Header
160mm H
Each LD2003 

1690 x 560 x 560 H x W x D
12 x A4
Each LD2500 
16 x A5
Each LD2600 
32 x 1/3A4
Each LD2700 
Header
160mm H
Each LD2800 

3 x A4
521 x 267mm H x W
Each LD1000 
6 x A4
521 x 502mm H x W
Each LD1001 
4 x A5
521 x 184mm H x W
Each LD1002 
8 x A5
521 x 352mm H x W
Each LD1016 
4 x 1/3A4 
521 x 134mm H x W
Each LD1003 
8 x 1/3A4 
521 x 255mm H x W
Each LD1017 

Panorama 
literature display

WH LMGY ORBK LCBL

White LimeGrey OrangeBlack LilacBlue

RD

Red

GR

Green

YW

Yellow

Ever popular colourful leaflet dispensers

Overlapping clear leaflet holders are housed in a curved 
colourful moulded body that mounts directly to the 
wall with concealed fixings. Available in 6 sizes to suit 
a variety of leaflet sizes and capacities. Each unit is 
521mm high so can be mounted side by side. Choice 
of 10 colours. 
Prime range Red, Blue, Green, Yellow
Corporate range Black, Grey, White
NEW Vibrant range Lime, Orange, Lilac 

To order add the colour code to the end of product code

4 sided revolving 
literature 
dispensers

Vibrant 4 sided 
revolving literature 
dispensers

Popular carousel with clear acrylic pockets

Revolving leaflet dispenser with clear acrylic pockets 
mounted onto a 4 sided central carousel. The 30mm 
capacity pockets do not overlap, showing the full front 
cover of the brochure/leaflet. Can accommodate A4, 
A5 and 1/3A4 sized documents in 12, 16 or 32 pockets. 
Available in Blue, Red, White and Grey with grey star 
base and chrome central column. Optional header (as 
shown) to enable personalisation.

The popular 4 sided revolving leaflet dispenser is 
now available in 3 additional contemporary, vibrant 
colours - Lime, Orange and Lilac. 

Takes A4, A5 or 1/3A4 size documents in 12, 16 or 
32 clear plastic compartments. 30mm capacity per 
compartment. Stable star base with chrome central leg. 
Optional 4 sided header.

GY ORBL LMRD LC

Grey OrangeBlue LimeRed Lilac

WH

White

To order add the colour code 
to the end of product code

To order add the colour code 
to the end of product code

 £325.16 

 £325.16 

 £325.16 

 £42.07 

 £414.00 

 £414.00 

 £414.00 
 

£47.77 

 £231.36 

 £226.12 

 £220.88 

 £209.64 
£308.48

 £199.91 
£297.25

 £41.72 

 £57.05 

 £38.51 

 £58.12 

 £38.51 

 £54.55 

NEW
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Steel wall mounted
literature dispensers
Sturdy wall mounted or freestanding display 
racks in black coated steel

This contemporary design allows the wall mounting 
of A4 literature in multiples of 5, 11 or 23 separate 
compartments. Mount either unit side by side for larger 
displays. Add the feet option to convert any unit to 
be freestanding. Each compartment holds 20mm of 
literature. Suitable for displaying brochures, magazines 
or within the manufacturing for works orders etc.

5 x A4
521 x 254 x 102mm H x W x D
Each G4310BL 
11 x A4
921 x 254 x 102mm H x W x D
Each G4321BL 
23 x A4 
1664 x 254 x 102mm H x W x D
Each G4322BL 
Feet to convert above 
units for freestanding
Each G4323BL 

5 x A4
720 x 260 x 90mm H x W x D
Each G5578BL 
10 x A4
1290 x 260 x 90mm H x W x D
Each G5579BL 

4 x A4
1430 x 350 x 310mm H x W x D
Grey LDF8GS 
White LDF8W 
Black LDF8B 

30 x A4
1680 x 420 x 420mm H x W x D
Each G5577BL 

Wave freestanding
literature dispensers
Eye-catching leaflet dispenser

Stylish leaflet dispenser with four oversized A4 shelves, 
mounted on a sturdy steel frame. Finished in a choice 
of three powder coat colours – White, Grey and Black. 
Header panel at the top can take vinyl stickers/letters 
for personalisation. Supplied with a set of four optional 
castors for mobility. Simple self assembly.

Mesh freestanding
literature dispensers
High capacity rotational dispenser

Three sided leaflet display finished in classic black 
powder coat. The carousel has 30 A4 overlapping 
pockets and rotates 360° as a single unit. Each pocket is 
25mm deep giving this unit a considerable capacity.

Mesh wall mounted
literature dispensers
Smart wire mesh brochure dispenser

Wall mounted brochure dispenser available with 5 or 
10 large capacity A4 pockets, finished in black powder 
coated wire mesh. The overlapping tiered pockets 
presents almost half of the front cover of each leaflet. 
Easy wall mounting, fixings supplied.

 £65.89 

 £90.60 
 

£157.23 
 

£26.21 

  £69.63 

 £101.08 

 £70.59 
 £70.59 
 £70.59 

 £346.66 

Only

£70.59
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972 x 762mm H x W
9 x A4
Each G48101 
6 x 1/3A4 + 6 x A4
Each G48107 
18 x 1/3A4
Each G48102 
667 x 756mm H x W
6 x A4
Each G48103 
6 x 1/3A4 + 3 x A4
Each G48106 
12 x 1/3A4
Each G48112 

222 x 1314 x 92mm H x W x D
Each LDM1000 
Pack of 3 LDM1000PK

Oak Deluxe 
wall mounted
literature dispensers
Traditional solid wood leaflet dispenser

Wall mounted leaflet dispenser framed in solid oak, 
with clear acrylic pocket fronts. This ensures the full 
front cover of the displayed information is on clear view. 
A wide range of sizes and configurations are available, 
including mixed format units. 
Other sizes available - ask for details

Shelf style wall mounted display
Simple sleek and modern design, sold as a single unit 
or as a pack of 3

Can be mounted one above the other or side by side 
in multiples. The full height 6mm clear acrylic facia 
panel allows the entire artwork to be seen clearly. No 
dividers allowing a 58mm deep open space for storing 
magazines, brochures, books, etc. 

Custom sizes are available for volume enquiries, 
contact your representative for details.

 

 £209.64 

 £209.64 
 

£209.64 
 

£162.47 

 £162.47 
 

£162.47 

Rotary Display 
32 x 1/3A4
1524 x 381 x 381mm H x W x D
Each G4128 
16 x A4
1524 x 381 x 381mm H x W x D
Each G4139 

Magazine Rack
15 x A4
1613 x 825 x 387mm H x W x D
Each G4129 

3 x A4
495 x 235 x 165mm H x W x D
Each G6430BL 
5 x A4
737 x 235 x 165mm H x W x D
Each G6431BL 
7 x A4
978 x 235 x 165mm H x W x D
Each G6432BL 

Wire freestanding dispensers
The simple wire construction means that the full front 
of every leaflet/brochure is on full view. Finished in 
black powder coat and mounted on castors two of 
which are locking.

Rotary leaflet and brochure display
4 rotational tiers are mounted on a central column, with 
each tier being able to rotate independently. 32 x 1/3A4 
pockets or 16 x A4 pockets. 

Wire mobile magazine rack 
The ideal way to display all types of brochures, 
magazines and catalogues. Five extra tall shelves for 
oversized publications. 

Simple and economical way to display your literature

Sturdy coated wire steel displays capable of retaining 
55mm of literature in each holder. This range includes 
models that have 3, 5 or 7 holders for A4 literature. 
Finished in black powder coat and simply mounted by 
2 keyhole fixing brackets.

Wire wall mounted
literature dispensers

 £29.20 

 £38.19 

 £46.42 

 £192.42 

 £172.96 

 £171.46 

 £99.83 
 £278.10 

From

£29.20
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RB AR EG TW

Royal 
Blue

Alfa 
Red

Emerald
Green

Twin Colour
Blue/Grey

Busyfold® Light kits
Buy the complete package - Busyfold Light system 
kits which include headers and a carrying bag

These kits are a cost effective solution to purchasing 
a folding display system. Lightweight folding panel 
system with 600 x 900mm panels are PVC framed in 
a choice of black or grey. Top and bottom panels are 
linked with flexible hinging, and clip on top of each 
other for easy assembly. Available in 6 or 7 panel kit 
with a single header, while the 8 and 10 panel options 
have 2 headers. The 10 panel unit features 2 triangular 
plinths for displaying 3D objects. Each system is stored 
in a rugged carry bag/s. Double sided panels are 
covered in a choice of 4 loop nylon colourways which 
are fire retardant to BS5867. Accepts Velcro® or Busyfix 
as well as pins. 

Tabletop folding display systems
Ideal for small presentations and displays, course work 
or exhibitions and fairs. Available in landscape or 
portrait formats. Storage bag is included.

Busyfold Light 
6 Panel Kit
2000 x 1800mm H x W 
Black Frame BL6KB 
Grey Frame BL6KG 

Busyfold Heavy Duty 6 
2200 x 2100mm H x W 
Kit 59265K 

Busyfold Light 
7 Panel Kit
2000 x 1800mm H x W 
Black Frame BL7KB 
Grey Frame BL7KG  

Busyfold Heavy Duty 7 
2200 x 2100mm H x W 
Kit 59268K 

Busyfold Light 
Tabletop Portrait 
1100 x 1800mm H x W 
Black Frame BLTPB 
Grey Frame BLTPG 

Busyfold HD Tabletop Portrait 
1200 x 2100mm H x W 
Kit 59264 

Busyfold Light 
Tabletop Landscape 
800 x 1800mm H x W 
Black Frame BLTLB 
Grey Frame BLTLG  

Busyfold HD T’top Landscape 
900 x 2000mm H x W 
Kit 59263 

Busyfold Light 
8 Panel Kit
2000 x 2400mm H x W 
Black Frame BL8KB 
Grey Frame BL8KG 

Busyfold Heavy Duty 8 
2200 x 2800mm H x W 
Kit 59271K 

Busyfold Light 
10 Panel Kit 
2000 x 2400mm H x W 
Black Frame BL10KB 
Grey Frame BL10KG 

Busyfold® Heavy Duty kits
Busyfold® heavy duty kits feature aluminium frame for longer life and 
include headers and carrying bag  

These packages are a cost effective solution to purchasing a folding display 
system. Robust folding panel system with 700 x 1000mm panels, framed 
with anodised aluminium interlocking gear hinge, which prevents daylight 
showing between the panels. Top and bottom panels lock on top of each 
other for greater security. Available in a 6 or 7 panels with a single header, 
while the 8 panel option has 2 headers. The system is stored in a rugged 
carry bag for transportation. Double sided panels are covered in a choice of 
4 loop nylon colourways which are fire retardant to BS5867. Accepts Velcro® 
or Busyfix as well as pins. 

Tabletop folding display systems
Ideal for small presentations and displays, course work or exhibitions and 
fairs. Available in landscape or portrait formats. Storage bag is included.

To order add the colour code to the end 
of product code

 £154.74 
£154.74

 £255.99 

 £221.05 
£221.05

 £341.56 

 £295.93 
£295.93

 £221.05 
£221.05

 £313.04 

  £82.00   
£82.00 

 £141.90 

 £74.87 
 £74.87  

 £129.07 

From

£74.87


